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ARTISTS
VJzoo = Kat Black & Jasper Cook

PO Box 3414 Broadway LPO
Nedlands, Western Australia 6009
VJzoo.com kat@VJzoo.com and jasper@VJzoo.com

We’ve been operating since 2003 and while we love to collaborate, we 
have no desire to grow our business and we only take on a limited 
number of projects per year. We’re an artist partnership more than a 
business. COVID restrictions have been a bit tough, but we still only 
take on projects that we feel are a good fit for us.

VJzoo with our Public Art “The Bunnies” for City of Perth, 2013.
Video of process: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Odexi8an89oProjections on High Festival, City of Fremantle 2011.

http://vjzoo.com/
mailto:kat@VJzoo.com
mailto:jasper@VJzoo.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Odexi8an89o


SHORT ARTIST BIO
VJzoo is a partnership consisting of married couple Kat Black and 
Jasper Cook. 

We met at Art School in 2003 – Jasper was a photographer, Kat was a 
film-maker and painter and together we found that we could use 
newly-developed VJing tools to collaborate and iterate work in an 
exciting new way. 

Since then, we’ve worked as a creative partnership, producing work 
that ranges from video art to interactive and integrated audiovisual
work, as well as 2D and 3D works such as designs for floors, walls and 
lit sculpture.

We often work with historical images, and by bringing these to life we 
hope to engage an audience more actively with the past and a sense 
of place. 

While the range of media we work in is diverse and the actual form of 
the work varies a great deal to suit the situation, whatever artform it 
is expressed in it’s very… VJzoo. 

Some of the common themes we use in our work are history, memory, 
and a sense of wonder.

We love what we do and hope it shows!
VJzoo Interactive Xmas projections for Shire of Northam, 2015.



WHY WE DO WHAT WE DO
Art adds meaning to our lives, and if we can bring more of that to an 
audience through our work, that’s a very satisfying livelihood.  

While we had very different experiences growing up, we both have 
some very significant memories that contributed to us developing our 
practice to what it is today.

In the 1970s, coming home from the Drive-Ins Kat’s family would drive 
past the old Swan Brewery. It was festooned with lights in the shape 
of a sailing ship and an ocean liner. It would switch between the two 
every few minutes and seeing this change was one of the most 
exciting, happy memories from her childhood. So basic, but it made 
such an impression and seemed magical, reflecting out over the river.

Jasper grew up in the 1990’s and visited Scitech as a kid. One of the 
experiences there was a ‘green screen’ booth where you could 
pretend to be a rockstar with a guitar, which got recorded to a VHS 
video with glitchy, colourful trail effects. Look how happy he is! This 
was using an early video synthesiser the Fairlight CVI, which was 
made in Australia in the 1980’s and is credited with enabling MTV by 
allowing bands to make low-cost music videos. 

So, you can see why we love creating interactive and light-based 
outdoor experiences so much. We hope that we can make memories 
for others that are as meaningful as these memories have been for us.



FORMAL PUBLIC ART
Some of our work is official Public Art, including both temporary and 
permanent works. These projects have a long formal process usually 
involving an art consultant, a panel, a brief, design development, 
stakeholder consultation and usually a relatively large (and fixed) budget.

Permanent sport-themed art projection for Trinity College, East Perth 2017 under the MRA’s 
Percent for Art policy.

Permanent projection art, Fairlanes Building East Perth 2012 in collaboration with West 
Australian Ballet for Finbar. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C7vFut5p_Xo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C7vFut5p_Xo


Our large permanent interactive work for Perth Children’s Hospital 2017 consists of five 
scenes. Some scenes were more formal art (in keeping with requirements of the Brief) like 
this “Views from a Moving Vehicle – Kings Park” but as that’s a bit boring there are also 
more kid-friendly entertaining scenes as well.

We were commissioned in 2022 to update the scenes to current technology, but have not 
been able to photograph them in situ due to COVID restrictions.

Amherst Community Centre Public Art. From hundreds of hours of video footage of 
community activities in the area, we selected and vectorised images then had them 
cut into the Marmoleum flooring and also made into vinyl wall decals. City of 
Gosnells, 2009.



We collaborated with Noongar artists Kambarni
and J. D. Penangke for this permanent projection 
artwork in 2020. It was commissioned by Historic 
Heart Inc and is in a lane beside Curtin Graduate 
School of Business. This work ‘paints’ over time.

Temporary Public Art “Confluence: Art in Place” 
for City of Melville 2018. VJzoo in collaboration 
with Ballardong Noongar artist Kambarni.



“Need More Power” – early-electricity themed permanent projections onto a Power Substation 
building built in 1930, incorporating motion capture of dancer Serena Chalker and virtual 
costumes inspired by 1930’s films. M/27 Apartments, Fremantle 2022.



INTERACTIVE VISUALS
People of all ages love to see themselves projected on a building. It’s 
like playing with your shadow, but fancier!

The most basic and responsive are these simple outlines. With a 
variety of effects and different backgrounds, this can be an endlessly 
changing and engaging experience.

Curtin University Place Activations, 2015. ARTTRA, Town of Claremont, 2018.



Mekel collaboration for Gettin Hectic at Lakeside Joondalup, 2017.

For some projects we create custom programming, such 
as this interactive place activation piece for Lakeside 
Joondalup with internationally acclaimed fashion 
illustrator Mekel.

We were very happy with how viral it went on her 
Instagram since we’re not too great at promotion 
ourselves.

Interactivity can take many forms, from puppet-rigged 
characters to silhouettes of people to more abstract 
effects like paint or bubbles. These different types of 
interaction vary considerably in technical complexity 
and need to be right for each situation.

For example, is it a busy event where lots of people 
want to jump in and see instant results? Then we’d 
suggest keeping it simple – outlines with effects are 
ideal for that.  Any number of people can play at once, 
it’s fun, social, immediate and requires no instructions.

Or is it a more of an individual experience where one or 
two people at a time can follow instructions and interact 
in a deliberate way, such as at a gallery or place 
activation? Then we can use much more complex forms 
of interaction such as gestures or puppeted characters.



“I Got Stitched Up” Interactive Christmas projections, Fremantle Prison 2021.
More images: https://www.flickr.com/photos/vjzoo/albums/72157720238622932/

One of our favourite interactive installations we’ve created 
was in 2021 for the Fremantle Prison (a cultural tourism site 
now, no longer a functioning prison). They gave us the theme 
of Xmas jumpers. 

In addition to the detailed, mapped looks, we also created an 
interactive aspect where people could be converted to 
‘knitting’ and included in the projections. We were especially 
stoked by the pun title we came up with.. “I Got Stitched Up 
at Fremantle Prison”. It was very popular!

https://www.flickr.com/photos/vjzoo/albums/72157720238622932/


As some of our interactive works are in hospitals, we favour using movement 
sensors over touch-screens, headsets or buttons. This was originally due to us not 
wanting to exclude immuno-compromised kids from interacting with our hospital 
installations, but has turned out to be of wider significance in a post-COVID world. 

Look Mum, no hands!

Permanent Public Art – realistic Port Phillip Bay with interactive bubbles that blowfish eats then puffs 
up and floats away. Joan Kirner Women’s and Children’s Hospital, Sunshine Victoria 2019.

“Robot Danceoff” scene from our work at Perth Children’s Hospital. Kids 
can draw their robot on a template which is then mapped onto interactive 
robots. Video: https://www.instagram.com/p/BhbCiU_DFjw/

https://www.instagram.com/p/BhbCiU_DFjw/


One of our previous collaborations was an interactive installation of 
Kambarni’s book “At the Beach I See” published by Magabala Books, 2018.

The inaugural Aboriginal Australian Kids Story Festival (or, the Woylie 
Festival) was held 27 March – 3 April 2018 in the Moores Building, 
Fremantle to celebrate Aboriginal stories through languages, literature and 
the arts.

This interactive artwork used a Kinect so that kids could jump around and 
make ‘bubbles’ and bubble-noises in the immersive 3-wall projected gallery 
space. 

Video: https://www.instagram.com/p/Bg7tf-uj8vn/

https://www.instagram.com/p/Bg7tf-uj8vn/


Interactive “The Warholiser” for Pop Art Fiesta, City of Belmont 2015. “The Warholiser” interface.



Inclusion matters. We’d just loaded on our Xmas scene at Perth Children’s Hospital in 2020 and this 
Mum commented to us how rare it was for her kid to feel included in this kind of experience.

Even our most “cheesy” work can have meaning and significance – and to us, that’s the most 
rewarding thing about what we do. Is it art? Don’t really care. 

Interactive Xmas projections for City of Stirling 2020. This girl came back to our 
projections a second night, completely dressed as one of our characters.



Interaction with vintage 1980’s Fairlight Video Synthesiser 
for FORM’s Public Perth, 2014.

Interactive Christmas projections, City of Stirling, Scarborough Beach 2020. 
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0H6By0xu728

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0H6By0xu728


ABORIGINAL COLLABORATION
We use light at night to create a strong sense of place. Collaborating 
with Aboriginal artists is something that we particularly love doing as 
it adds more meaning to the work, particularly in regards to 
connection to the land and sense of place.

For our 2018 project Confluence: Art in Place for City of Melville, we 
projected onto boats on the Swan River in collaboration with 
Kambarni:

Kambarni (Kamsani Bin Salleh) is a Perth-based artist and illustrator 
descended from the Ballardong Noongar people of the South West and 
the Nimunburr and Yawuru people of the Kimberley. 
He believes in the importance of cultural preservation and expression 
while also challenging the notion of culture being trapped in the past. 
His artworks reflect an appreciation for the natural world emerging from 
both a cultural and biological fascination, often stylistically modernising 
ancient stories as well as attempting to re-contextualise Eurocentric works 
from an Indigenous perspective. You can see more of his work at 
Kambarni.com.

We also collaborate with Aboriginal dancers, musicians and 
storytellers.

Temporary Public Art “Confluence: Art in Place” for City of Melville 2018. VJzoo in 
collaboration with Noongar artist Kambarni. https://www.melvillecity.com.au/things-to-
do/museums-arts-and-culture/arts-programs/art-in-place/confluence-2018

https://www.melvillecity.com.au/things-to-do/museums-arts-and-culture/arts-programs/art-in-place/confluence-2018


Collaboration with Kambarni. Temporary Public Art “Confluence: Art in Place” 
for City of Melville, June 2018. 



Collaboration with Kambarni. Temporary Public Art “Confluence: Art in Place” for City of Melville 2018. 



Interactive temporary Public Art “Cove” with Yamaji artist Barbara Merritt at Batavia Coast Marina for City of Greater 
Geraldton, 2021.



Interactive temporary Public Art “Cove” with Yamaji artist Margaret Whitehurst at Batavia Coast Marina for City of Greater Geraldton, 2021.

Above image by Yamaji photographer Jesse Pickett.



Collaboration with Gija-Yamatji artist Deborah Bonar of Scribblebark Designs. Curtin University Graduations, 2015.



Collaboration with Sandra Hill, Ballardong-Wilmen-Wardandi-Minang artist and Wardandi
Elder, Bridgetown 2018.

Collaboration with Kambarni with words written by kids in a workshop 
with Flewnt MC for Woylie Aboriginal Australian Kids Story Festival in 
Fremantle, 2019. Video: https://www.instagram.com/p/B0IsPdGDz48/

https://www.instagram.com/p/B0IsPdGDz48/


Collaboration with Gija-Yamatji artist Deborah Bonar of Scribblebark Designs and Wadjuk-Ballardong Noongar dancer Ian Moopa Wilkes of Ochre 
Contemporary Dance Company and Yirra Yaakin Theatre Company. Subiaco Art Centre, 2017.



Merenda Gallery artist Tiger Palpatja, Projections on High for City of Fremantle, 
2011

Welcome (Wanjoo in Noongar language) projections for Perth Airport when the 
border reopened in March 2022, in collaboration with J. D. Penangke (Jade 
Dolman) and Scribblebark Designs (Deborah Bonar).



ARCHUTAINMENT

Fremantle Prison Xmas 2021.

“Archutainment” is mapped projection that emphasises the 
architectural details of a building. 

While we’re skilled in this (both with 2D masks and 3D 
models), our preference is for the content and context to be 
just as important as the actual mapped detail.

This process is expensive, as the content is created 
specifically for the building and requires in-situ development 
and testing to be most effective. 

If it’s just decorative fancy building lighting you want though, 
we’re probably not the right fit for your project. 



“Open Light, Open Sound” event series at WA Museum Boola Bardip, 
2022. Two themes – Natural History illustrations and Virtual Reality.

This installation consists of five HD projectors mapped together, with 
an overall resolution of 7168 x 2048 pixels. We’ve produced content 
for the installation a number of times since it was installed in 2021. More images: https://www.flickr.com/photos/vjzoo/albums/72177720298842734/

Video: https://www.instagram.com/p/CbmGprOjoEM/

https://www.flickr.com/photos/vjzoo/albums/72177720298842734/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CbmGprOjoEM/


Transforming a modern red brick building with a range of historic 
architectural styles. 

Curtin University Graduations, 2014.



“Reef on the Roof” mapped pond projection for the Carousel rooftop dining precinct, 
Westfield Carousel, 2018.



HISTORICAL
In 2018 we developed an audiovisual show for the 
150th anniversary of the gazettal of Bridgetown.

We worked with a local historian to prepare the 
script and it was recorded by local schoolkids.

We colourised and collaged hundreds of old 
photos, maps and ephemera and mapped them 
onto a template of the building.

Only very flat, light coloured buildings like this one 
are really suitable for this kind of content.



Antique Natural History illustrations from the Biodiversity Heritage Library animated in 2D for Curtin University Graduations and brought to life in full 3D for the Joan Kirner Women’s and 
Children’s Hospital in Sunshine, Victoria.



Antique Natural History illustrations from the Biodiversity Heritage Library animated in 2D for Curtin University Graduations, 2014



Collaged antique stained glass for Perth Symphony Orchestra’s Baroque By Candlelight, St George’s Cathedral 
Perth 2017.

Projections on High, City of Fremantle 2011.



Animated collaged stained glass from the works of Louis Comfort Tiffany for Kaleidoscope Joondalup, 2017.



THEMED EVENTS
Not all themed content has to be mapped in detail to 
the building. 

These are some more budget-friendly examples 
where we’ve created or repurposed content and 
fitted it appropriately to the building – but without 
the expense of making the content from scratch to fit 
in with the exact architectural features of the 
building. 

Northam Vintage Xmas 2015.

Neon Nights 80’s theme for Luxe Bamboo Bar NYE Party 2014.



Surrealist theme for the Art Gallery of Western Australia – Van Gogh Dali and Beyond Exhibition Closing Party 2013. Probably nobody noticed 
but the wobbly melted clock had the real time on it.



KIDS ART
We also do Community Art, with smaller budgets, shorter timeframes and usually a single night outcome at an event. 

One type of content that enables real community engagement and encourages families to attend is to have kids draw on a template of the building, 
which we then run as a slideshow.  Colleagues have referred to these projects of ours as ‘giant fridge art’ but we love to do it. Kids drawings are usually 
very vibrant and project beautifully, and it really contributes to a sense of belonging for them.

Summer Holiday / Xmas themed, City of Gosnells, 2015. Servite College, Tuart Hill 2020. Leadlight themed, City of Subiaco 2012.



By getting kids to draw their own art, they and their family are involved 
on a very personal level. 

We love to make people happy with our art, and by working in a live 
setting we get to really engage with our audience.

Look how stoked this kid was to see his art projected. We hope we’re 
making lifelong memories for our audience, that’s our ideal goal.

Projections on High, City of Fremantle, 2011.Projections on High, City of Fremantle, 2011.



Live set from Emily Barker with local kids’ art after our historical audiovisual show for Shire of Bridgetown-Greenbushes 2019.



3D VIRTUAL WORLDS
Using games engine technology, we create scenes that can be 
either highly stylised or ultra realistic.

While these scenes are very similar to those made for VR 
headsets, we have a preference for screens or projection and 
sensors as they are then an engaging, placemaking experience 
rather than an isolating (and uncomfortable) one that uses a VR 
headset.

Some of these scenes are interactive and some are mapped to 
complex shapes such as a pond or the 360 degree tower at 
Yagan Square or even onto dresses.

“Mambakoort” 360-degree video installation with Kambarni for Yagan Square, 2018.

Dress projections for Brookfield Winter Lights Festival 2018



Another scene from our work at Perth Children’s Hospital, Mermaid and Diver with AI schooling fish and interactive characters. (2017 version shown here – 2022 
version has a lot more plants and fish, but we can’t currently get access due to COVID restrictions). 



For permanent installations, once infrastructure is in place we 
can then make additional content for special events.

Even though we went to Art School, not all of our work is art. 
We also love doing cheesy stuff for kids to have fun with –
especially to distract kids in hospital, many of whom are 
regular visitors receiving treatment for ongoing medical 
conditions.

Circus themed scene for Perth Children’s Hospital, 2019.



Testing our Jungle scene for Mediatec’s Industry Showcase, 2019. Testing our Christmas scene for Raine Square for the City of Perth Christmas 
Lights Trail, 2019.



Interactive projection for Westfield Whitford City, 2017.

Shadesail projection for Westfield Whitford City, 2017.



“When the Rains Came” full 360 degree realtime scene for Yagan Square Tower, Screenwest 2018.



AUGMENTED REALITY (AR)
As mentioned, we’re not too keen on VR for reasons of 
accessibility, hygiene, disconnection from place etc – but we 
love AR! Give these ones a try at Instagram.com/VJzoo

As people use their own device, the potential for disease 
transmission or labour-intensive and wasteful liner 
replacement with every use of a VR headset is not an issue.

The approval time on these filters once created is only about 
two weeks, so it can be a very fast and responsive activation.

This kind of interactive activation is ideal for socially 
distanced or even remote interactions between Museums 
and their visitors, and works on both Instagram and 
Facebook.

If you’re a Museum, we’d love to talk to you about how to 
bring your collection to life – in AR or interactive hands-free 
installations.

They can also be created for events, aimed either for people 
who can’t attend in person to still get involved, or for 
attendees to share or take home a little bit of the event.

Instagram filter “Méliès Moon” – our tribute to Georges 
Méliès who used his skills as a stage illusionist to bring magic 
to Early Cinema.

Instagram filter “Halloween BatFACE” 
featuring Natural History images from 
Biodiversity Heritage Library.



ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI)

Like many people in the Arts and Events Industries, we’ve had a lot of 
very quiet periods since COVID arrived. We’ve taken that time to do 
personal projects and experiment with new technologies such as AI Art.

Macbeth concept images and digital backdrops created using Midjourney AI. 
We describe the scenes and style in words and the AI ‘imagines’ the result 
based on its huge dataset and our ‘prompt’. For Seton College, 2022
https://www.instagram.com/p/CfDwK-Vvw0F/

https://www.instagram.com/p/CfDwK-Vvw0F/


We also revisited some of our earlier works using AI techniques, 
and explored some ideas for possible future projects.

Video art created in Disco Diffusion AI by 
combining our 2012 work “Beaux Arts Ballet” 
with the early microscopic investigations of Ernst 
Haeckel, 2022.

https://www.instagram.com/p/CgT_u_Qj4z3/

Imagined dinosaur art – a stained glass window by Louise Comfort Tiffany and a 
Natural History illustration by John and Elizabeth Gould, using DALL-E 2 AI, 2022.

https://www.instagram.com/p/CgT_u_Qj4z3/


SILHOUETTES
We started doing silhouettes as “guerrilla projection” when we could only use small 
projectors with portable batteries or tiny generators, and there was often a lot of 
peripheral light. In this situation, high contrast is essential. White is the brightest 
and black does not project at all, and by getting away from the rectangular shape it 
looks like “content-on-a-building” instead of “a bad screen”.

We shoot both dancers and acrobats then project them onto a variety of buildings. 
These have featured performers from Circus Joseph Ashton, Fliptease, Anything is 
Valid Dance Theatre, Ochre Contemporary Dance Company, West Australian Ballet 
and more.

These projections were featured on the 7:30 Report on ABC in 2011 and the City of 
Perth commissioned us to do a series for their Winter Arts Festival TV commercial 
also. 

7:30 Report Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xx0Md9WnPU0 Collab with Fliptease Circus for Fremantle Festival, 2009.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xx0Md9WnPU0


With Anything is Valid Dance Theatre for Projections on High, City of Fremantle 
2011.

With Anything is Valid Dance Theatre for Saracen Estates, Margaret River 2010.



Antique Lace mapping for ArtBAR, the Art Gallery of Western Australia, 2014.



PERFORMANCES
We have collaborated with many musicians over the years to 
produce shows that feature a visual component.

We have worked with musicians from many different genres – jazz, 
swing, symphony orchestra, hip hop and more.

Our goal in these collaborations is always to add to the stage 
experience, never to have the work distract from the performers –
unless that’s what they want, in the case of our work with 
contemporary jazz act My Name is Nobody (see below).

My Name is Nobody, Kidogo Art House, Fremantle 2018.

Major Minor Marlene, Ali Bodycoat. Downstairs at the Maj, 2010. Reprised 
at the Ellington Jazz Club for Perth Fringe in 2017 where the show won 
Best WA Cabaret Act.



LIVE VJING
As our name suggests, we started out as VJs (Visual Jockeys). We’re 
vintage film nerds and collect old dance films. We love to use this 
collection to improvise with musicians and DJs, and had residencies at 
nightclubs doing this for many years. We have also toured as VJs 
performing in Spain, France, the US, the UK and Singapore.

It also works very well at Wedding Receptions - your grandma would 
love it – and corporate events.

Our residency Saturday nights for many years at Llama Bar, Subiaco 2012.

NYE 2021 Party at Home live set: https://youtu.be/fUipI588hkU

https://youtu.be/fUipI588hkU


Elvis is on the Building. 
Rock and Roll Street Party, City of Subiaco 2010.

Hullaballoo Swing Party, Perth Town Hall 2010.



VJZOO (KAT BLACK & JASPER COOK) ART CV
2014: FORM’s Public 2014 (2 nights in 2014 and 1 night in 2016)
2013: 'The Bunnies' Public Art, Key City Worker Housing for City of Perth.

Curtin Uni Grads Projections (10 nights per year, 2013 - 2021) 
2012: Public Art w/ West Australian Ballet for the Finbar’s Fairlanes Building, Perth.

Ran Leadlight Nights 6-site projection event, City of Subiaco. LeadlightNights.com
Silhouette, Albany Ent Cent for ArtSouth. supported by Festivals Australia.

2011: Ran 20-site projection event for Fremantle Festival.       ProjectionsOnHigh.com
2010: Penola Coonawarra Arts Fest, SA. Featured Artists, supported by Festivals Aust.
2009: Public Art Commission, Amherst Community Centre, City of Gosnells.

Cafe Culture, City of Stirling. Three sites on Beaufort St, Mt Lawley.
2008: Fremantle Festival Opening, City of Fremantle, FTI Building, Princess May Park.

Vague Terrain 09 - Rise of the VJ, Exhibition, Toronto, Canada.
2007: Digital Graffiti project for PropelArts for Youth Week, Perth Cultural Centre.

Repeat Please: Cultura VJ, Eutopia Festival, zemos98, Cordoba, Spain.
A Fairlight Fetish, Byte Me! Festival, Perth Town Hall, Perth.
New Revelations Opening, Revelation Film Festival, Spectrum Gallery, Northbridge.

2006: Digital Fringe, Melbourne Fringe Festival, Melbourne.
AMODA Digital Showcase, Austin Museum of Digital Art, Texas, USA.
'The Art of Football', West Coast Eagles, Art Gallery of Western Australia.
Videverse, Eyewash summer season Forward Motion Theater, Brooklyn, NYC.
Lux2006 VJ and Video Art Festival, Andalucian Cent for Contemporary Arts, Sevilla, Spain
Various works in Supermart, Artrage, The Bakery, Northbridge.

2005: ŒMoment Brett Mabury, Artopia, Living Artists Fest. Projection Lounge, Northbridge.
Liquid Architecture Festival, Melbourne.

2003: Creatures of the Underworld (Artrage)

Kat exhibited as a painter 1995-2003, including Gunyulgup Galleries (WA) and Barry Stern 
Galleries (NSW);  Jasper as a photographer 2000-2003.

Awards: “Premier’s Australia Day Active Citizenship Award” 2012.
Best WA Cabaret, Major Minor Marlene with Ali Bodycoat, Perth Fringe 2017.

Education:
Kat: 2003 Diploma Fine Arts (New Media) Central TAFE (Perth)

2001 Certificate IV in WTA (TAFE Lecturer quals) Southwest TAFE
1999 Certificate IV Multimedia (Distinction) North Sydney TAFE

Jasper: 2003 Diploma Fine Arts (New Media) Central TAFE (Perth)
2002 Certificate IV in Photography Central TAFE (Perth)

Selected Works permanent  & temp: (see VJzoo.com for full list)
2022: Open Light, Open Sound event projections, WA Museum Boola Bardip

“Need More Power” installed Public Art projection, Fremantle
2021: Interactive Christmas projections, Fremantle Prison (10 nights)

“Cove” projections with Yamaji Artists, Geraldton.
2020: Christmas projections including interactive, 4 sites, City of Stirling (10 nights)

Collab with Kambarni and J. D. Penangke for Historic Heart at Curtin Bus School
2019: Interactive Wall, Joan Kirner Women’s and Children’s Hospital, Sunshine.

This is Now Exhibition,  Artsource, Old Customs House, Fremantle.
2018: Confluence: Art in Place with Kambarni, City of Melville (4 nights).

Woylie Fest with Kambarni, Moores Building, City of Freo (7 days). 
Bridgetown’s 150th community projections (1 night)
York for YORKids interactive projections (2 nights)
ARTTRA interactive projections for Town of Claremont (3 nights)
Art Gallery of Western Australia Facade (various events, 2006-2018)

2017: Digital Interactive Wall Public Art for the Perth Children’s Hospital.
Trinity College permanent projection Public Art.
Subiaco Art Centre 60th with Deborah Bonar and Ian Moopa Wilkes
Outdoor interactive projections for Westfield Whitford City (5 nights)
Kaleidoscope Festival Joondalup (4 nights)
Interactive install with Mekel - Lakeside Joondalup (21 days)

2016: Video Art for new Medical Science building, Curtin University.
2015: Northam Christmas Projections (14 nights)

Gosnells Christmas Projections (2 nights)
Joondalup Festival (2 nights per year 2012-2015)
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